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INTRODUCTION 

The aim of this product is to elaborate a study on the feasibility of a database coming from the results 

of the Diagnostic ToolKit and the training courses, implemented on the MOOC platform and 

performed by NEET/newcomer users. 

The main goal of the database is, attending and analysing the results coming from the MOOC platform, 

be able to provide specific indications - customized for each participant -  on: 

- Job opportunities in line with the user competential strengths. 

- Training offers/courses, responding to the competential needs and weaknesses of the user. 

 

Figure 1: Graphical description of the database’s main objectives. 

In order to keep the job and training opportunities updated the platform should also be able to receive 

new offers from enterprises, job centres, VET training centres and other institutions that can provide 

training or job to the final users of the project. 

Also, in order to summarize the results coming from the training platform in an assertive way – mainly, 

avoiding negative reinforcement and frustration of the users –   a graphic X-Ray of the transversal 

competencies of the user (the ones that have been evaluated in the platform) will be performed, with 

the possibility to include it in the personal curricula of the user. This summary of the competential 

level of the user, evaluated by the platform, should follow the structure of the one shown on Figure 

2. 
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Figure 2: X-Ray of an hypothetical user’s competencies evaluated by the platform. 

The main purpose of the report is to assess the feasibility of the creation of a database that meets the 

previously mentioned objectives in order to assess the possibility of a future development of this 

database.  

DATABASE’S DESCRIPTION 

As explained in the introductory section, the devised platform must meet the following objectives: 

- Provide specific indications on job opportunities and training offers/courses. 

- Receive new job and training offers from institutions, in order to keep them updated. 

- Summarize the platform outcomes in a graphical way. 

The main idea is that the database will receive a report of the results - obtained by the users during 

their development on the Diagnostic ToolKit and MOOC courses – on the competential state of the 

mentioned user. Afterwards the database should be able to recommend job offers or training 

opportunities regarding the user’s results. 

The main idea is to provide one or more tags to each question of the MOOC Course evaluation. These 

tags should be related to the specific competencies evaluated in each of the final evaluation questions 

of the MOOC Courses, as shown in the example below (Table 1). 

Question nº Question Competences associated to this question 

1 Initiative to undertake is ... Entrepreneurship initiative 

2 

Imagine that you want to start a project to 

organize a sports tournament in your town / 

city. You join other classmates to start 

preparing it. What do you think is the most 

Teamwork 

Problem Solving

Teamwork

EntrepreneurshipSocial and Civic

Cultural Awareness

Outcomes of the training modules performed
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relevant thing when it comes to organization 

within the team? 

3 

When organizing the sports tournament, you 

make a list of tasks to complete. Considering 

that there are more than 2 months left until 

the tournament, what should the order of 

priority when doing them be? 

Organization of work 

4 

During the organization of the sports 

tournament in the previous question, you 

have the need to inform your neighbors that 

you are going to carry out this tournament. 

What channel, message and receiver would 

you use? 

Communication 

5 

What problems, opportunities or 

deficiencies do you identify around you? 

What solution / solutions can you think of to 

remedy them? 

Problem solving 

Table 1: Summary of the evaluation items on the Entrepreneurship module and each question competency label.  

The idea is to provide a mark to each of the competencies used as tags, that will be evaluated in one 

or more final evaluation questions of the modules. These labels should be used when tagging the job 

offers or training opportunities uploaded to the platform.  

The database should be able to, from the specific competencies tags evaluated with a mark lower than 

5 – representative of the users’ deficits - propose training opportunities that may help the 

student/user to develop these specific competencies. For the specific competencies tags evaluated 

with a mark greater or equal than 5 – that will represent the main strengths of the user -  the database 

should suggest job offers tagged with that same labels. In Figure 3 can be found a schematic 

representation of the databases’ main operation. 
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Figure 3: Representation of the database’s basic operation. 

 

METHODOLOGICAL REQUIREMENTS 

The methodological requirements of the database are those that refer to the creation of its contents. 

When talking about the contents it is understood that this term is referred to the input and output 

data that the database receives such as: the student’s evaluations, the competency tags, the job offers 

and the training courses.  

For the development of this report, each of the participant partners has tagged each of the questions 

of the final evaluation from the MOOC module produced, with a competency tag. Each partner has 

identified job/employment offers and related them with the competences required, this process has 

also been performed with educational opportunities/training courses and their relation with the 

competences offered or developed during the course.  This has been used as a first approach to the 

development of the contents that should be included in the database. The results of this previous 

study can be found in Annex I. 

Some of the issues risen during the realisation of the first methodological approach of the platform 

are listed below - marked with a cross -, also, some solutions to these issues are stated – marked with 

a tick -. 

Competencies evaluation: 

 Poor evaluation and tagging of the competencies, since the evaluation comes from the results 

of a multiple-choice questionnaire, and some of the specific competencies are only evaluated 
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by a single question. To what extent can a test evaluate a competence, when those are shown 

when performing an activity, job, ...? 

 Perform a dual evaluation (teacher-student) in order to solve the deficiencies resulting from 

an evaluation of competences carried out by questions from a test. Both the evaluations of 

the teacher and student – to be developed – and the one carried out by the MOOC modules 

should be taken into account. 

Job/training offers: 

 Difficulty finding job offers that are classified by competencies, in a workplace in which it 

seems that the qualifications (courses conducted, language skills, ...) are considered to be very 

relevant. 

 Difficulty finding courses and specifically work on some competencies. Because they do not 

exist or because they are not labeled as such. A vocational training system focused on 

professional courses provide knowledge to carry out tasks other than “soft” competences.  

 A way to overcome these difficulties might be to get directly in touch with the centers offering 

the training courses, or the enterprises – when talking about job opportunities -  and offer 

them some guidelines – to be created by the partnership - to identify the competencies they 

work on in a transversal way, so that they can be listed on the course/job description. 

 

TECHNICAL REQUIREMENTS 

The technical requirements are related to the basic operation of the database and simply expose 

what should it be able to do. Regarding the needs of the first approach of the system, given by its 

preliminary design, the database should be able to: 

- Export the results of the MOOC platform for each student 

- Based on these results, create the "X-ray" graphic of the student's competences. 

- Based on the described "tags" system, perform the relationship between: 

o Competences developed by the user and job offers where they’re necessary. 

o Weaker competences of the user and training courses where the student could 

develop them 

- Allow the inclusion of job and training offers on the platform by training centers, companies 

and work centers, tagged with the competencies offered or demanded. 
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The existing platform was not conceived to allow such activities so further technical development of 

the MOOC platform should be carried out during the development of a future project, to allow the 

mentioned activities. 

 

CONCLUSION 

Although the approach of the database operation and its basic functions was a very encouraging first 

step towards what could be a very useful tool for the final beneficiaries of project DayPlot, some issues 

should be solved before developing this product.  

For a future project, it is recommended the involvement of training and job centres in order to create 

some guidelines for the identification of “soft competencies”, the ones that project DayPlot has been 

developing its work on, in job offers and training courses. Also, in the technical field, the platform 

should be updated for the database purposes or an independent database should be created in order 

to properly develop this product. 
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ANNEX I 

AUSTRIA 

STEP 1 

From the evaluation of the MOOC course you prepared, you should fill the following table, including the question 

number, the question itself and the competences associated to this question. 

 

Question nº Question Competences associated to this question 

1 Concept of an Intercultural Dialogue 
Cultural Awareness, language skills, 

Communication,  

2 
Which possibilities are offered by an 

Intercultural Dialogue? 
Conflict Solving, Problem Solving, language 

skills, Awareness, Communication 

3 Which factors influences Cultural Identity? 
Cultural Awareness, Flexibility, 

Communication, Empathy 

4 What is Cultural Heritage? 
Cultural Awareness, Empathy, language 

skills, Communication 

5 Characterizations of a creative mind 
Creativity, Teamwork, flexibility, 
collaboration and cooperation  

 

 

STEP 2 

You should fill the following table including enterprises, job offers or just jobs that can be found in your 

country/city and the competencies an individual should have (competencies demanded) in order to be able to 

perform the job.  

 

Enterprise/Job offer Competencies demanded 

Construction laborer 
Language skills A2, Waste management skills, work with equipment, 

construction activities, physical strength, physical endurance, teamwork 

logger 

Language skills A1-A2, work with equipment, machinery, horticultural 
knowledge, woodworking skills, transport handling, Eye-hand 

coordination, Sense of balance, Exercise capacity 

Road construction 
worker 

Language skills A1, Road construction work with equipment, 
construction support activities, asphalting, compaction of asphalt, road 

rehabilitation, processing knowledge, driving license, standby, 
flexibility, exercise capacity 

Assistant in electrical 
engineering 

Bricklaying, electrical energy distribution, electrical installation and 
electrical trade, electromechanical skills, wiring and cabling, special 

hand skills, senese of balance, a head for heights, teamwork 
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Woodworking assistant 

Language skills A1-A2, Work with equipment, printing machines, 
forestry machines, agricultural machinery, machine tools, operation of 
electronically controlled production equipment (CNC - Computerized 

Numerical Control), Industry-specific product and material knowledge; 
Debarking, planing, gluing veneer production, production of profiled 

timber and strips, wood storage, wood technology, sawmill technology, 
cleaning knowledge, loading operation, Exercise capacity, flexibility 

Unskilled miner 

Language skills A2, Work with machinery and equipment; Operation of 
mining machines, mining machines, rotary drilling rigs, raw material 
preparation, blasting, open pit engineering, deep drilling technology, 

conveying and loading technology, pipeline construction, Cleaning skills; 
Loading operation, Concentration ability Physical capacity; in particular: 

physical strength, physical stamina, willingness to travel, Technical 
understanding, sure-footedness, Insensibility of the skin, sense of 

responsibility 

Office Assistant 

Language skills B1-B2, Administrative office activities (filing, addressing, 
errands, data maintenance, data compilation, simple office activities, 

reception, copying, enveloping, postal administration, typing, ten-finger 
system), general research, telephoning competence (receiving and 

forwarding of calls, telephoning), Computer application skills; in 
particular: basic knowledge data management (data acquisition), office 

software, MS Office complaint management, sorting, Labeling, 
teamwork, numerical understanding, reliability, communication skills 

typist 

Language skills B2-C1, Office and administrative knowledge, typing, ten-
finger system, Office and administrative knowledge; Administrative 
office activities addressing, data maintenance, simple office work, 

typing EDP application knowledge; in particular: Internet basic 
knowledge, office software MS Office application knowledge, word 

processing programs, communication skills; in particular: copywriting 
(correspondence, minutes), teamwork, reliability 

telephone operator 

Language skills B1-B2, Call center knowledge, simple office activities, 
telephone marketing, administrative office activities Reception, 

coordination of appointments, telephoning competence (telephone 
information, telephone calls), inbound, fault acceptance, Computer 
Application Skills, E-Mail Programs Application Skills, Occupational 

Standards, Customers service skills; in particular: advisory competence, 
Sales skills; discretion, friendliness, communication skills, customer 

orientation, Willingness to learn; in particular: quick comprehension, 
service Orientation, teamwork 

Security guard 

Language skills A2-B1, Administrative office activities (reception) 
Disaster and civil defense skills; Factory Security First Aid 

Safety engineering skills; Fire protection 
Vehicle and transport escort, building and property protection Security service 
Person control, observation, discretion, assertiveness, operational readiness, 

reliability 

 

STEP 3 

Finally you need to look for education/training courses taking place in your city/country and the competencies 

that are offered by each course. We should take into account that final beneficiaries of the project will have 
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quite different level of studies and hence further education can be conditioned by their previous studies. We 

also recommend to include non-formal education/training.  

 

Training centre/course Competencies offered 

Dialogica / 
Alphabetisierung Stage 

1-3 
Basic language skills, reading, writing, communication 

Plativio /  
Sales and customer 

advisor 

Understand buying motives, Needs assessment, complaint sales techniques, 
conversation, Time and self management, Motivation techniques, empathy, 

communication 

Plativio / Vocational 
orientation 

know about the job market, Presentation techniques, Decision making, cultural 
awareness 

BFI Wien / 
Training course for Call 

Center Agents 

Successful phone calls, questioning techniques, conducting conversations, 
Communication on the phone, positive conversation atmosphere, articulation, 

active listening, reduction of inhibition thresholds, Inbound, outbound, 
telephone vocabulary, complaint management, positive conversation, self-

management, time and stress management, motivation, self-confidence, self-
awareness 

ABZ AUSTRIA / Trade (s) 
for migrant women 

German language skills, communication, cultural awareness, ICT-skills, learning 
to learn, cultural identity. 

IBIS ACAM / 
New skills for office, 
administration and 

trade 

Office management, communication, telephone training, career quidance 

MENTOR / Intercultural 
Competence Coach for 

migrants 

Basics on social work and coaching, intercultural awareness and 
communication, teamwork, career councelling,  

ABZ /  
Migrants Care 

Language skills, primary nursing skills, cultural awareness, communication, self-
competence, cultural identity 

BFI Wien / 
Inter-company 

apprenticeships 
Professional skills, self awareness, teamwork, communication 

BFI Wien / preparation 
for apprentices in trade 

Purchase, assortment and warehouses, merchandise presentation and sales 
promotion, sale and cash, administration, accounting, quality management, 

hygiene, security, communication, flexibility 

Update / Online trading ICT skills, new media, creative writing, communication 

WEIDINGER / Training 
for kitchen assistants 

Organization and appearance, Getting to know various kitchen appliances, 
kitchen utensils and special dishes Cutting techniques, cooking methods 

Storage and separation of food, basic knowledge of German, cultural 
awareness 

ABZ AUSTRIA / 
Competence check - 

professional integration 

Self awareness, self reflection, knowledge about cultural heritages, 
communication, decision making 

 

COMMENT SECTION 

Please include any problem you had while filling the document or any doubts/comments you want. 

Step 2: we checked public and privat job offers which max. requires EQF Level 3-4 (below apprenticeships), as 

our target group mainly has no formal qualifications. Intercultural competence is never directly mentioned, 

but can be seen as an supportive baseline competence, where subdimensions like language and 
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communication skills, flexibility, awareness, empathy and teamwork are often wanted as additional key 

kompetences 

 

Step 3:  

We have only taken into account free public funded courses (or with the possibility of individual public funding 

for the course place), not needing a defined degree as an entry requirement.  

It was very difficult to fill out this table. Even if there is a wide variety of courses offered at this time, the 

competencies offered are almost never listed. 

 

ITALY 

STEP 1 

From the evaluation of the MOOC course you prepared, you should fill the following table, including the question 

number, the question itself and the competences associated to this question. 

 

Question nº Question Competences associated to this question 

1 How can problem solving be defined? 
Problem Solving, Proactive approach, 
Creativity, Analysis ability. 

2 How can a problem be addressed? 
Problem Solving, Proactive approach, 
Creativity, Analysis ability. 

3 What are the obstacles to the solution? 
Problem Solving, Proactive approach, 
Creativity, Analysis ability. 

4 The key concepts of problem solving are ... 
Problem Solving, Proactive approach, 
Creativity, Analysis ability. 

5 The Problem Finding is the process ... 
Problem Solving, Proactive approach, 
Creativity, Analysis ability. 

 

 

STEP 2 

You should fill the following table including enterprises, job offers or just jobs that can be found in your 

country/city and the competencies an individual should have (competencies demanded) in order to be able to 

perform the job.  

 

Enterprise/Job offer 
Competencies 

demanded 
Enterprise/Job offer 

Competencies 
demanded 

Counter sale assistant 
(Food) 

Former experience, 
flexibility, passion for 
delicatessen 

Receptionist at QC 
Terme spas and resorts 

Good relational skills, 
attitude to cooperate, 

team working, problem 
solving, flexibility  
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Door to door sale 

Driving licence, IT 
competences (MS 

Office), good relational 
skills. 

Cleaner-Receptionist 
English speaking, IT 

skills, good relational 
skills 

Sale Assistant at OVS 
(clothes chain) 

Problem solving, team 
working, good relational 

skills. 
Real Estate Agent 

Good relational skills, 
strong motivation, 
ability to motivate, 

problem solving. 

Call center operator at 
“Quality Distribution” 

(outbound) 

English speaking, IT 
skills, relational skills, 

problem solving. 
  

    

    

 

STEP 3 

Finally you need to look for education/training courses taking place in your city/country and the competencies 

that are offered by each course. We should take into account that final beneficiaries of the project will have 

quite different level of studies and hence further education can be conditioned by their previous studies. We 

also recommend to include non-formal education/training.  

 

Training course Competencies offered Training centre Notes 

Master in “Front Office 
Manager” 

Only hard skills listed ELIS 
Based on English 

language 

Java programming and 
app development 

No competencies listed 
Accademia Informatica 

Srl 
Example of an IT course. 

Course in Business Plan 
and Entrepreneurship 

Entrepreneurship, 
Proactive approach 

Promoimpresa Srl 

The course is part of a 
project for self-
employability of 

unemployed people. 

Web Marketing 
“Specific Web Marketing 

competencies” 
ENAIP  

Project management No competencies listed Scuola del Sociale 
The course is open to 
foreigners with a level 

A2 knowledge of Italian 

Educational operator 
for autonomy and 

communication 
No competencies listed Scuola del Sociale 

The course is open to 
foreigners with a level 

A2 knowledge of Italian 

Repair Mechatronics 
Technicians 

Only hard skills listed Forma-tec   

Thermohydraulic Plant 
Engineering Techniques 

Hard skills, 
Entrepreneurship, 
relational abilities 

Direzione Lavoro  

Consultancy on how to 
study or work in 

Australia 
Only hard skills listed  Study Australia  
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COMMENT SECTION 

Step 2: 

We noticed that all the job offers coming from public job centers never require the competences that Day Plot 

has tried to develop: typically, the public job centers only ask for basic hard skills necessary for the job, 

sometimes adding that a previous experience is preferable or required. 

On the contrary, all the job offers listed by private job centers require the competences that we have worked 

on. 

For this reason, we decided to insert in table n. 2 only the job offers coming from private job centers.  

We would like to point out, though, the problem with public job centers that don’t take soft skills into account: 

this could be among the objects of a future guideline. 

 

Step 3: 

We have only taken into account free courses, which are usually funded by EU, not needing a defined degree 

as an entry requirement. Most courses listed take place in Rome, but we have researched the rest of Italy and 

the situation is very alike, so we consider this list a valid sample. 

It was very difficult to fill out this table. Even if there is a wide variety of courses offered at this time, the 

competencies offered are almost never listed if not the hard skills: even a vocational consultancy like the one 

to study or work in Australia is based on hard skills like “how to do…”. 

This is the reason why we haven’t listed the wide range of IT courses offered nor all the courses of English 

language applied to different jobs. 

The courses listed above are just an example of what the training market offers in Italy at the moment in terms 

of free courses, covering the main subjects offered. 

 

NORWAY 

STEP 1 

From the evaluation of the MOOC course you prepared, you should fill the following table, including the question 

number, the question itself and the competences associated to this question. 

 

Question nº Question Competences associated to this question 

1 What is teamwork? 
Team working, collaboration and 

cooperation 

2 When is it necessary to work in teams? Team working, problem solving  

3 
Which three areas are good results of 

effective teams? 
Team working, collaboration and 
cooperation, work organization 

4 
Which of these are not among the most 

important factors for the team to succeed? 
Team working, work organization, work 
analysis, collaboration and cooperation 
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5 What is meant by conformity in teamwork? Team working, problem solving 

 

 

STEP 2 

You should fill the following table including enterprises, job offers or just jobs that can be found in your 

country/city and the competencies an individual should have (competencies demanded) in order to be able to 

perform the job.  

 

Enterprise/Job offer 
Competencies 

demanded 
Enterprise/Job offer 

Competencies 
demanded 

Digital marketer 

Hard skills, curious, 
independent, technical 
skilled, social and civic 

skills 

Logistics and 
administration tasks 

Hard skills within web 
site editing, team 

working, responsibility, 
administration 

Sales and delivery 
Team working, sales and 

results, flexibility 
ICT support 

Experience and/or 
education, service 

minded 

Electronics and 
mechanics repair 

Team working, 
independent, hard skills, 

excact and precise 

Course instructor – 
furniture redesign 

Patient, social and civic, 
team working, hard skills 

Customer assistant - 
groceries 

Problem solving, 
experience, team 

working 
App developer 

Problem solving, hard 
skills, team working 

 

STEP 3 

Finally you need to look for education/training courses taking place in your city/country and the competencies 

that are offered by each course. We should take into account that final beneficiaries of the project will have 

quite different level of studies and hence further education can be conditioned by their previous studies. We 

also recommend to include non-formal education/training.  

 

Training centre/course Competencies offered Training centre/course Competencies offered 

Kristiania college/ 
Bachelor’s degree in 
sales and marketing 

sales technique and 
sales psychology, sales 

management, sales 
strategy, negotiations, 

as well as marketing and 
branding 

Public high school/ 
Sales and marketing 

Sales preparations, 
marketing, 

entrepreneurship, 
service, team working 

Folkeuniversitetet/ 
Sales assistant 

Team working, problem 
solving, sales 

preparations and sales 
and marketing 

Treider vocational 
school/ 

Media design 

Creativity, 
communication skills, 
graphic design, web 
design, video editing 

The Norwegian Labour 
and Welfare 

CV writing, interview 
training 

Treider vocational 
school/ 

Medical secretary 

Social and civic, team 
working, problem 

solving, laboratorium 
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Administration/ 
Job seeker course 

work, IT-skills, physical 
and mental health 

Oslo Metropolitan 
University/ 

Administration and 
management for service 

and trade 

Personnel 
administration, 

motivation, social and 
civic, team working, 

management law 

Public high school/ 
ICT support 

Support, problem 
solving, customer and 
user ethics, ICT tools, 

planning and 
operational support 

COMMENT SECTION 

Many of the competencies aimed at in the Dayplot project is not specifically mentioned in both job offers and 

course descriptions, making it difficult to considerate which of the competencies that is important or 

demanded.  

 

The list of education and training could be much longer, and is just an excerpt of some of the possibilities. 

Most of the education/training is free, and supported by the Norwegian Labour and Welfare Administration, 

who normally have responsibilities for the NEETs. 

 

NORTHERN IRELAND –  UNITED KINGDOM 

STEP 1 

From the evaluation of the MOOC course you prepared, you should fill the following table, including the question 

number, the question itself and the competences associated to this question. 

 

Question nº Question Competences associated to this question 

1 

When you are working in a team comprised 
of people from a wide range of backgrounds 
how well are you able to give your opinion? 

Question 1 

Cultural awareness/sensitivity but also 
confidence to speak your mind whilst 

maintaining respect for others 

2 

When another co-worker dismisses your 
opinion as being wrong, how do you respond 
to this?  

Question 3 

Conflict management skills develop 
through such incidents, managing conflict 
is a part of many jobs and roles in todays 

labour market 

3 

You are in a meeting that has been going 
round in circles with no decisions on what 

has to be done, what do you do? 
 

Question 4 

Summarise the main points to show good 
listening and understanding, provide 

direction to help meeting progress and 
ensures recording of actions that show 
you can help to move the meeting on 

towards success 

4 

When you disagree with a course of 
action that your fellow team members 

want to take how do you respond? 
 

Question 5 

Flexibility, understanding and teamwork 
competencies, also recognition that your 
way may not always be the correct way. 

5 

You feel overwhelmed by your workload and 
are getting further and further behind and 
other people don’t seem to notice what do 
you do? 

Communication competencies to highlight 
he issues and ask for support – recognise 

asking for help isn’t a weakness! 
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Question 7 

 

 

STEP 2 

You should fill the following table including enterprises, job offers or just jobs that can be found in your 

country/city and the competencies an individual should have (competencies demanded) in order to be able to 

perform the job.  

 

Enterprise/Job offer Competencies demanded Enterprise/Job offer 
Competencies 

demanded 

Cleaning operative 

Knowledge of 
equipment/colour coding 

chemicals/quality of 
work/customer care/ health 

and safety 

Support worker 
(children) 

Understanding of issues 
age group face/ 

safeguarding and child 
protection/energetic 

and approachable/good 
interpersonal 

skills/appropriate 
qualified and vetting 

completed 

Security operative 

Customer 
service/observant/conflict 

management/incident 
reporting/Good IT skills 

Adult support worker 

Understand issues 
about age related 

challenges (old 
age/disability)/good 

listener/ great 
communication 

skills/manage family 
interactions 

Retail assistant 

Customer care/ 
patience/listening 

skills/product knowledge/sales 
skills/cash handling 

Childcare worker 
(nursery) 

Enjoy working with 
children/proper vetting 

and 
training/safeguarding 
and child protection 

skills/physically fit/ risk 
assessments/basic food 
hygiene and also 1st aid 

skills 

Housekeeper 

Attention to detail/good health 
and 

safety/cleanliness/independent 
working 

Warehouse operative 

Physical 
fitness/technical skills 
(forklift)/ working on 

own initiative/ meeting 
targets/health and 
safety knowledge 

Bar steward 

Customer care/working under 
pressure/dealing with people 

under influence/product 
knowledge/cash handling 

Domiciliary care 
worker 

Understand issues 
about age related 

challenges (old 
age/disability)/good 

listener/ great 
communication 

skills/manage family 
interactions/ driving 
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licence and access to 
vehicles/target driven 

Kitchen porter 

Food hygiene/working under 
pressure/ability to work in fast 

paced environment/team 
worker/flexible/ working 

unsocial hours 

Hospital porter 

Physically fit/customer 
care skills/ ability to 

work in a team/ good 
listening skills/ability to 

handle difficult 
scenarios/use own 

initiative 

Chef 

Food prep and safety/ 
managing kitchens & staff/ 

working in high pressure 
roles/working unsocial hours/ 
knowledge and skills linked to 

creativity 

Local council 
employee (recycling) 

Knowledge of 
machinery/customer 

care/ health and 
safety/team 

work/driving skill/ team 
work 

Pharmacy assistant 

Retail skills needed but also 
need clinical product 

knowledge and working to 
limits/ basic health care 

skills/ability to offer basic 
advice 

Sales  

Product 
knowledge/ability to 

interact/extrovert 
personality/believe in 
tasks/well training and 

ability to handle 
rejection 

Retail assistant 
(clothing) 

Product knowledge/visual 
merchandising/sales 

focus/managing customer 
interaction including 
returns/awareness of 
trends/good personal 

appearance and hygiene 

Receptionist (Hotel) 

1st point of contact/ 
welcoming/great 

cultural 
awareness/language 

skills/great admin and 
telephone skills/well 
presented/managing 
payments/bookings 

and tourist information 
knowledge 

Deli counter assistant 

Ability to deal with fast paced 
environment/food prep duties 

and hygiene 
requirements/listening 

skills/dealing with allergies 

Administration 

IT skills/ well 
organised/telephone 

skills/ working to 
targets and 

deadlines/financial 
skills 

Taxi driver 

Good driving 
skills/geographical knowledge/ 
IT skills work data head and job 

tracking systems/patience/ 
customer care skills/managing 

own safety/disability 
awareness/perform basic 

maintenance 

Driver (delivery) 

Good local knowledge 
of roads/safe driving 

skills/customer 
services/ good 

presentation and 
healthy/fit/ 

communication skills 

Traffic warden 

Customer service skills/ good 
resilience/work under 

pressure/remain calm/well 
organised/good knowledge of 
highway code/signage/legal 

restrictions 

Driver (Heavy goods) 

Requires specific 
licencing/ good 
knowledge of 

roads/confidence in 
managing 

machinery/legal 
understanding of 

drivers hours/ flexibility 

engineer 
Well developed skills in 

sector/practical skills/ safe 
Fast food services 

Customer service skills/ 
working in fast paced 
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working practices/technical 
knowledge/ability to read 

complex diagrams 

role/ health and 
hygiene skills/ team 
work/ cleaning and 

housekeeping 
knowledge 

 

STEP 3 

Finally you need to look for education/training courses taking place in your city/country and the competencies 

that are offered by each course. We should take into account that final beneficiaries of the project will have 

quite different level of studies and hence further education can be conditioned by their previous studies. We 

also recommend to include non-formal education/training.  

 

Training 
centre/course 

Competencies offered Training centre/course Competencies offered 

ILM Leadership and 
team Skills 

Team work/customer 
care/supervising 
others/conflict 

resolution/managing stress 
in workplace 

Interpreting courses 

Understanding and 
developing of listening 

skills/ legal and 
legislative role/building 

rapport with 
customers/working 

flexible hours/usually 
self employed/multi-

lingual 

Taxi Licence course 
Customer care/ disability 

awareness/hazard 
awareness/safe driving skills 

ESOL 

Building basic 
English/awareness of 

conversation/ focus on 
spoken/written skills 

Security training 

Customer care/conflict 
management/ dealing with 

drugs/alcohol/ criminal 
behaviour/lone 

working/technical skills 

Essential Skills 

Basic skill building for 
learners/ grammar/ 
basic mathematic 

skills/learning to learn/ 
use of skills in real 
life/work settings 

Forklift course 

Safe working 
practices/managing 
machinery/driving 

skills/health and safety 

Enterprise awareness 

Self employment 
legislation and 

awareness of tax/vat 
etc/ analysis of 

competition/business 
planning/managing 
bursary or grants at 

times 

Construction Skills 
Site safety and managing 

risk/ awareness of 
regulations/team skills 

Business Administration 

Organisation 
skills/legislative 

knowledge/possibility 
to specialise/solid IT 

skills/time management 

Childcare 

Legislations around 
industry/working with 

children and 
parents/safeguarding and 

team work 

Sage 
accountancy/payroll 

Specialist skills 
development within 

greater 
sector/responsibilities 

for money management 
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Health and social care 

Legislations around 
industry/working with 

adults with 
needs/safeguarding/insights 
into difficult situations and 

safe working practices 

  

Hospitality 

Customer care/ cultural 
awareness/identify needs 
and appropriate responses 

to them/team work and 
supervision 

  

ECDL/Basic IT 

Use of specific software 
packages and 

equipment/develop 
effective and efficient skills 
through practice/formatting 
and setting out documents 

  

Customer Service 

Develop key skills for 
managing interactions with 

people/sales/upselling/ 
conflict management and 

resolution 

  

Personal Development 

Building self 
esteem/managing 

anxiety/coping with 
stress/confidence building 

  

HGV/PSV 

Technical training to upskills 
with appropriate licences 
for driving safely/theory 
and hazard perception/ 

professional 
competence/basic 

maintenance  

  

Advice and guidance 

Interact with people and 
support their 

development/safeguarding/ 
building conversations/ use 

of support principles/ 
remaining impartial/ 
ethical/ safe working 

practices and procedures 

  

 

COMMENT SECTION 

Please include any problem you had while filling the document or any doubts/comments you want. 

No issues to raise about this document. 
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STEP 1 

From the evaluation of the MOOC course you prepared, you should fill the following table, including the question 

number, the question itself and the competences associated to this question. 

 

Question nº Question Competences associated to this question 

1   

2   

3   

4   

5   

 

 

STEP 2 

You should fill the following table including enterprises, job offers or just jobs that can be found in your 

country/city and the competencies an individual should have (competencies demanded) in order to be able to 

perform the job.  

 

Enterprise/Job offer Competencies demanded 

Work Office of SOC/Warehouse staff 
ITC basic knowdlege, Organisation of Work, 

Organisation of Product. 

Work Office of SOC /Geriatric Assistant 
Empathy, Social Competences, Teamwork, Customer 

Service. Social Skills 

Work Office of SOC /Commercial Event Sector 
Social Competences, Teamwork, Protocol, 

Communication, Customer Service, Social Skills. 

MARLEX GESTIO ETT /Auxiliary Computer Section 
IT knowdlege, sales management, Teamwork, Social 

Competence, Communication. 

Work Office of SOC /Waiters 
Communication, Customer Service, Organising Work, 

Teamwork, Protocol, Hygiene. 

Quasar/Distribution of cultural advertising 
Planification and strategical skills, Organising Work, 

Customer Sevice, Cultural Competence. 

Work Office of SOC /Domiciliary Assistants 
(INTERNS) 

Skills of attention to functional diversity, Hygiene, 
Communication, Empathy, Social Skills. 

Work Office of SOC /Bakery dependents 
Communication, Customer Service, Organising Work, 

Teamwork, Hygiene, Social Skills. 

Sentry Cia. Specialized Control and 
ServicesSL/Administrative assistant 

Communication, Entrepreneurship, Organising Work, 
Problem Solving, Teamwork 

Work Office of SOC /Electricity maintenance and 
repair of electrical appliances 

Basic electric and electrotechnic knowdlege, Problem 
Solving, Organising Work, Customer Service. 

 

STEP 3 
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Finally you need to look for education/training courses taking place in your city/country and the competencies 

that are offered by each course. We should take into account that final beneficiaries of the project will have 

quite different level of studies and hence further education can be conditioned by their previous studies. We 

also recommend to include non-formal education/training.  

Training centre/course Competencies offered 

PFI – Assistant in Office Activities and in 
General Administrative Services 

Communication, Social Environment, Entrepreneurship, Organising 
Work, Problem Solving, Teamwork, Incorporation into the 

Professional World.  

PFI – Gardens assistant 
Communication, Social Environment, Environmental Conscience,  
Entrepreneurship, Teamwork, Incorporation into the Professional 

World. 

PFI - Assistant of Graphic Arts and Screen 
Printing 

Communication, Social Environment, Creativity, Teamwork, 
Incorporation into the Professional World. 

PFI - Assistant to Trade and Public Attention 
Communication, Social Environment, Entrepreneurship, Problem 

Solving, Teamwork, Incorporation into the Professional World. 

PFI - Sales Assistant, Office and Customer 
Service 

Communication, Social Environment, Organising Work, Customer 
Service, Sales Management Teamwork, Empathy, Incorporation 

into the Professional World 

PFI - Assistant in Hotel and Catering 
Establishments 

Communication, Customer Service, Organising Work, Teamwork, 
Protocol, Hygiene, Incorporation into the Professional World 

PFI - Assistant in Personal Image: 
Hairdressing and Esthetics 

Customer service, Hygiene, Aesthetics, Communication, Empathy, 
Incorporation into the Professional World.  

PFI - Hospitality Assistant: Kitchen and 
Catering 

Hygiene, Nutrition, Cultural Awareness, Teamwork, Organising 
Work, Incorporation into the Professional World. 

PFI - Auxiliary Assembly and Maintenance of 
Computer Equipment 

Communication, Customer Service, Organising Work, ITC, 
Incorporation into the Professional World. 

PFI - Light Vehicle Repair and Maintenance 
Assistant 

Communication, Customer Service, Electronic basic Knowledge, 
Incorporation into the Professional World. 

 

COMMENT SECTION 

Step 2: The tagging of the job offers with the competencies demanded, was difficult to assess since in the job 

description competencies needed are not listed, although they’re essential in a workplace. It was also difficult 

to include job offers since most of them demand specific experience or training. 

Step 3: The courses included are from the PFI branch since they don’t ask for previous qualification and they 

also offer – in their curricula description – basic competential development. 
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